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West Island Woodlands Community Advisory Group

November 8, 2001
Regional District boardroom, Port Alberni

Present:
Advisory Group Members:

* Carlson, Harald
Avis, Rick (alt)

Forest Recreation * McKay, Mike (alt)                Independent Sawmills
McKay, Pat

* McKay, Jack                           Logging Contractors
Edgell, Phil Watershed Committee Powell, Dan                        Provincial Government

*
*

Flynn, Shawn
Mike

Small Woodlots * Creighton, Jim                 Small Business/Chamber

Johnsen, Gary Toquaht * Bill Randles                                           Labour

* Swann, Gary                         Regional Government

Jones, Neil Education
*

Thornburg, Jack                                  Environment
Chris Laws                                   Environment (alt)

Lem, Tawney Hupacasth McRae, Ken                              City Governmment
Brett, Donna (alt)

Levis, Jim Bamfield Watts, David                                             Tseshaht
* McIntosh, John Parks Canada

Tourism

Resource/Other:

Steve Chambers – Weyerhaeuser Michelle Colussi – Facilitator
Neil Malbon - Weyerhaeuser Ryan Dvorak –Recording Secretary
Paul Quinn – Weyerhaeuser
Guests: Drew Mackenszie, Dave McBride, Fred Schmidt, Dave Williams,
W. Bouleau, Vern Barnett, Rita Herstad, Ivan LacLauee, Eric LeCorveu, Dusty
Miller, Bill Coates, F. Zens, Wayne Crowley, Keith Wyter, John Mayba, Mike
Stins

1. Welcome and Introductions:
Welcome to group, guests, and guest speaker Paul Quinn.

2. Approve Agenda:
� Included was a request for volunteers from the group for an interview with

SHAW cable. There where no volunteers.
3. Approve Minutes of October 4, 2001.

The minutes of October 4, 2001 were approved with no changes.

4.The Presentation of Weyerhaeuser’s “Green Paper” Coastal Competitive Reform
Presented by: Paul Quinn, Weyerhaeuser: Timber Pricing Evaluation

� F.Y.I. Paul is the principle author of the paper.
Paul expressed thanks to the WIWAG group for their participation, and indicated that
public input such as that provided from this group is invaluable. He further indicated
that the Green Paper is currently halfway through the consultation process.
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Presentation;
The Coastal Area is currently economically broken, and will need a major
breakthrough to fix. The Green Paper took the fundamental components of
Weyerhaeuser’s White Paper. The fundamental principle of this paper is to use
current auction values to determine stumpage rates (Transaction Evidence Pricing).
� There are three components to Transaction Evidence Pricing:

1. Required Timber Volume
� This currently encompasses the volume through SBFED and Sec. 20.
� The recommendation is that Sec. 20 be melded into a competitive pool
� Weyerhaeuser is willing to relinquish 25% (approx.) of the AAC for

this competitive timber pool, the volume necessary to eliminate
incremental bidding

2. Compensation for Tenure holders
� There are three proposed non-cash compensation measures
a) Crown Lease

� This would create a new tenure, with companies acquiring a
license to harvest timber and non-timber resources

� There would be a two rotation limit on this lease
� No stumpage would be paid for harvested timber
� Transfer of the Lease would be without penalty or restriction
� This new tenure would provide an economic incentive for

companies to invest back into the land base
b) Removal of Private Lands from the TFL

� Of the private lands, approximately 70% are situated in TFL 44
and 30% in TFL 39

c) Reform to Bill 13
� Bill 13 deals with a companies relationship with private

contractors
� The Green Paper calls for either the reform or removal of Bill 13

3. Auction Mechanism:
� This was originally advocated as a new Crown Corporation for the

Administration of Timber Auctions
� The proposal calls for all auctioned timber sales to be managed by

an independent “Timber Sales Exchange”
� It is proposed that this exchange take the form of a non-profit

corporation

Key Components of Market Based Pricing:
1. Marginal Pricing:
� Marginal pricing occurs as average total costs decline as production increases,

eg. If a mill is running at 98% production, they would be willing to pay more
for the remaining 2% of fibre
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� It is estimated that 30 – 40 % of the total Crown volume is the minimum for
competitively bid timber sales

2. Speculative Bidding:
� The proposed pricing system could not handle speculative bidding; therefore,

the proposal calls for a minimum 25% deposit on the expected stumpage
� Non-compliance will result in the deposit being forfeited, and a 5 year ban on

future bidding imposed
3. Certification:
� Weyerhaeuser and other stakeholders want to ensure the certification of the

DFA
4. Appurtenancy:
� This is the link of timber/fiber to processing facilities in the TFL
� The recommendation is to remove the Appurtenancy provision from TFL and

FL contracts
5. Cut Control:
� The proposal calls for a removal of the minimum cut provision, this will have

the effect that forest companies will not be forced to cut in “bad times”
� A further proposal is to move to a 10 year cumulative AAC
6. Tenure Transfer Takeback:
� The MoF provision of AAC loss due to tenure transfer
� Removes efficiency from the system
� The proposal is to allow future tenure transfers without restriction
7. First Nations and Community Tenures:
� This mechanism can spread tenure that doesn’t go to the Auction pool

“That in a nutshell is the paper”

5.   West Island Woodlands Advisory Group Comments:
� What is the problem with Bill 13
� There should be a major discussion surrounding Bill 13
� For the Crown lease, it is not necessarily a non-cash compensation, as the

stumpage from that tenure will be foregone
� Under compensation for tenure holders, removing the need to attach

processing facilities to TFL means that the original rules which allowed
M&B, and now Weyerhaeuser to gain the TFL are being lost

� Removing private lands from the TFL would leave the community of Port
Alberni surrounded by private lands

� The cut control provision would decrease the governments power over tenure
holders

� The past 50 years of tenure has provided the wealth to build the local mills,
and has created profit, the (Green) paper is an attempt to re-negotiate the
social contract

� The Appurtenancy proposal could lead to bad situations in local mills
� We do not know the linkage of fiber supply to mills
� What is wrong with 100% of the tenure going out to public bid
� Pulling private lands out of TFL would likely lead to the export of Raw Logs
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� Weyerhaeuser’s communication with employees and the community is
currently a major problem (lack of)

� The question was posed: “ Was Weyerhaeuser not communicative with
Gillian Trumper regarding their operations in the area?”

� Paul suggested that the company would be meeting with City Council soon

6. Community Questions and Comments:
� Would there be a mechanism to guarantee fiber for the local mills?
� The policy should be maintained that timber harvested in BC be processed in

BC
� Would Weyerhaeuser guarantee that logs harvested from lands removed from

the TFL will not be exported?
� What are non-timber resources?

7. Break 8:00pm

� Crown Land belongs to the people of British Columbia
� Weyerhaeuser’s communication regarding employees situation is poor
� Is there an issue regarding back taxes when rolling private lands out of the

TFL?
� Weyerhaeuser and other stakeholders should come together to help the

community understand current economic issues
� The general public may not understand the implications of the Tenure Reform

Proposal
� Why did Weyerhaeuser buy M&B when M&B couldn’t make it?
� Why run sawmills when there is more profit in exporting Raw Logs?

Michelle indicated that she will make herself available to the public for concerns
which they would like to bring to the group.

8.  Community Questions and Comments C’ont:
� Biodiversity credits will have to be guaranteed
� If Weyerhaeuser is not willing to live up to the commitments of Tenure why

are you expecting compensation for something which we essentially gave
you?

� It was suggested that “Independent Contractors” be represented at the
WIWAG group

� Where are the revenues from Crown Land being dispersed? –
disproportionately to big cities as opposed to rural communities

�  At what wage level would we be competitive?
� Should we be looking at the European “Triumvirate” model?
� Will Weyerhaeuser honour contracts with Bill 13 contractors?
� What future do we have in Port Alberni?
� A question was raised as to the logging practices in the private lands received

by Weyerhaeuser as part of the Ash River deal
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Steve will research logging practices on the Ash River trade lands;
specifically, harvested timber volume, environmental studies, CMT cutting,
falling in leave areas, and all other practices deemed appropriate. A response
to this question will be provided.

8. Summary of Issues:
� Concerns about the unresponsiveness and lack of communication with

Weyerhaeuser on both a political level and with employees
� The proposed removal of Bill 13
� The community wants to ensure local access to fiber/processing
� There is a question of competitiveness; what will it take to make our mills

competitive in the new marketplace
� Let’s sit down together and talk about these issues and figure out what

is best for the community
� The company needs benefits
� The community needs benefits, it is a privilege for companies to

access “our” resources, in our own backyards
� How can we re-negotiate a benefits package that will fit
� Dialogue needs to be opened

Paul Quinn challenged the group to come forward with ideas.

9. Further Issues/Comments Identified by the WIWAG group:
� There is a need for the community to really understand the issues
� Are there any international comparisons which can be consulted to find a solution

for BC
� Band-aids have been put on this situation and they are just not working
� MoF perspective should be considered

10.  Other Business:

TLA Proposal will be distributed before the next meeting as a comparison to the
Green Paper

Shawn Flynn will try to have some proposal ideas put together

As of the end of November the Forest Discovery Centre will be closed.

11. Meeting with Gillian:
� Discussion Items have been circulated via e-mail

� Comments surrounding the list of questions:
� What is the Provincial Governments stand on Appurtenancy, this should

be added to the questions for the MLA

12. Adjournment 9:50pm
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13.  Next Meeting

Location: Regional District Boardroom
November 29 3008 Fifth Avenue

Port Alberni
Time: 6:00pm – Dinner

6:30pm – Meeting
Handouts:

Inside Forum – Various Articles relating to stumpage issues
Association of Professional Foresters

Actions From the November 8th WIWAG Meeting

Action: Completion Date Person responsible
1 Recreational sub-committee presentation November Herald & Rick
4 Sub-committee re-evaluation of connectivity

goals
Pending Phil

12 Review Indicator #31 and bring
recommendations

Pending Recreation

13 Sub-committee recommendations on issues
regarding revising the TSFM plan

Pending Sub-Committee

2 Present analysis of harvest option #1 January Peter Kofoed
3 Schedule Hamish Kimmins ASAP Michelle

14 Talk to Steve about issue #7 Pending Michelle
5 Logging Practices in Ash River Trade Lands

evaluation
ASAP Steve

6 Adjust Math for Indicator #2 Pending Steve
7 Bring proposal ideas Pending Shawn
9 Distribute TLA Plan ASAP Ryan

10 Bring pictures of VR settings Next meeting Greg
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